The effect of mummy restraints during bottle feeding on the comfort state of new born infants in the Neonatal intensive care unit

Abstract
The Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) is a stressful environment for high risk neonates. Mummy restraints are more likely to be used in the Neonatal Intensive Care Units than in other hospital units. Initiation and keeping of mummy restraint devices is largely a nursing responsibility. Mummy restraints during bottle feeding may decrease distress level of the new born infants by enhancing calming status. The aim of the study to investigate the effect of mummy restraints during bottle feeding on the comfort state of new born infants. Quasi experimental research design was carried out on a randomized sample of 60 new born infants attending The Neonatal Intensive Care Unit of El Manial University Hospital. Neonatal assessment tool and COMFOTneONRS scale were utilized for data collection. There was a statistically significant difference between control and study groups regarding the distress levels (P≤0.00), the mean score of distress levels were 7.40±1.50 and 0.80±1.35 respectively and the mean score of comfort levels in the new born infants in the control and study groups were 26.40±6.50 and 6.40±1.09. The use of mummy restraint among new born infants during bottle feeding is effective to decrease their distress level and improve their comfort state by promoting warmth and good sleep after feeding.
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